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THE ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC PUMPING PLANT
AT THE BRISTOL DOCKS.

By W. A. CLATVVORTHY, Member.

(Paper received from the NEWCASTLE LOCAL SECTION, December 29, 1908,
and read at Newcastle on February 1, 1909.)

There are a good many hydraulic pumps driven by electricity at
the present time, various methods of control being adopted, and a paper
describing the different systems would no doubt be of great interest.
The plant about to be described, however, has, I believe, many points
of interest, besides some features which are novel, particularly in the
method of electrical control. The object of the plant is to provide
water-power for operating various cranes, capstans, lock-gates, bridges,
etc., in connection with the Bristol Docks.

Until quite recently this work has been done by two sets of heavy
steam reciprocating pumps, automatically controlled in the usual well-
known way by the movement of the accumulator.

There were several reasons for the substitution of electrical driving,
amongst which may be mentioned that the boilers were becoming
" done,1' that the Bristol Corporation were supplying electric current
at favourable rates, and not least, on account of the high efficiency
obtaining in electric motor driving. There was space in the pump-
room for three steam sets, but only two were installed, one at each end
of the room. It was therefore decided to fix the first electrically
driven set in the central position between the two steam sets. The
foundations were of very massive concrete, room being left at the side
and below the floor-level for the jack pumps, which were driven from
the extension of crank disc pins through connecting rods.

When this central set of electric pumps had been installed and
satisfactorily set to work, one of the steam sets was removed, fresh
concrete foundations being prepared for the second electrical set of
pumps, which was next installed. Finally, the second set of steam
pumps was removed and the third electrical set put in its place, but
on new foundations.

Pumps.—The new pumps, which were to the specification of
Mr. W. W. Squire, the Bristol Docks engineer, and which were made
by the well-known firm of engineers, Messrs. Fullerton, Hodgart &
Barclay, Paisley, are of the duplex differential ram type, giving a very
uniform delivery of water and having a fairly uniform turning effort.
The pumps are of the outside packed plunger type, each pump being
single acting on the suction and f'ving a double acting discharge.
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Each set of pumps really comprises two pumps working from cranks
set at 900. The rams are 3! in. and 5^ in. respectively by 18 in.
stroke, delivering 150 gallons of water per minute, against an accumu-
lator pressure of 750 lbs. per square inch when running at 60 revs, per
minute. The suction pipe for each set is 6 in. diameter, branching to
5 in. diameter at each pump suction valve box. The delivery pipe is
4 in. diameter from each pump, coupled to a 4 in. pipe joining the
main discharge pipe.

The ram of the jack pump is 7^ in. diameter by 18 in. stroke single
acting, delivering not less than 27-6 cub. ft. of water per minute

Delivery

FIG. 1.

against a head of 15 ft., and drawing from the dock with a suction
head of 5 ft. "at 60 revs, per minute. For some of the members not
familiar with this class of differential pumps the accompanying diagram
may be interesting. The large ram draws water through the double
suction valve A, and on the return stroke discharges it, the whole of the
water, through valve B. Half of this water passes to the small ram
filling the chamber, as the small ram travels on its outward stroke, the
other half passing through the non-return valve C away to the hydraulic
main. On the reverse stroke the small ram discharges through the
non-return valve C, while the large ram is again drawing its supply
through the double suction valve A. This arrangement simplifies the
number of valves required and > yet retains a uniform load on both
rams. Half the area of the large ram is under full pressure when
pumping, the smaller one being always under .constant pressure. An
equally steady flow of water could be obtained with both rams of
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the same diameter, but this would entail separate suction and delivery
valves for each ram.

Motors.—The motors are by Messrs. J. H. Holmes & Co., of
Newcastle-on-Tyne, 6-pole, open type, with three bearings, designed
for a normal speed of 240 revs, per minute, 500 volts, but arranged to
run up to a maximum speed of 360 revs, by means of field regulation.
The motors are shunt wound and capable of easily giving 125 B.H.P.
normally and 150 B.H.P. as an overload. The efficiency is 91 per cent.,
giving a fairly straight " curve " over a good range of load.
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Gear.—A single reduction of machine-cut double helical gear is
used between each motor and set of pumps, with a ratio of 1 :6—i.e.,
.12 in. pinion and 72 in. wheel; the teeth are staggered. This gear is
of great strength and very smooth in running. The wheels run in an
entirely enclosed cast-iron casing forming an oil bath, inspection doors
being provided.

Control.—The whole of the switching apparatus was made by
J. H. Holmes & Co., consisting of a switchboard in the pump house,
and of three relay switches in the accumulator house. The switchboard
consists of four white marble panels ; one of these carries the ammeter
circuit breakers, fuses, etc., and the remaining three carry the motor
controlling devices.

The starting switch is of the long-screw type with about 50 to 60
contacts, each contact consisting of a permanent gun-metal base bolted
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to the marble slab, and on which a renewable copper bar is screwed.
The sweating sockets at the ends of the insulated cables from the
resistances are bolted to the contact bases. The sliding contacts, four
abreast, any one of which can be instantly removed, are carried from a
travelling bridge worked up and down by the screw. This screw is of
fairly large diameter, with a quick acme thread, and runs in ball-
bearings. The screw is rotated by a small reversible Lundell motor
through triple-threaded wormgear, a regulating switch being provided
for adjusting the speed of starting the pumps. The usual time
occupied is 15 to 16 seconds, but the return of the starter is quicker.
The screw starter contains a lever switch which is closed mechanically
by means of a tappet operated from the travelling bridge. This lever
is held on magnetically, thus providing a no-voltage release in the
event of the supply failing. A relay circuit is made by this lever in its
"off" position so that the starter is automatically returned to its initial
position on the resumption of the current supply. The pilot motor
circuit is taken from the neutral wire to the negative main, 250 volts.
This pilot circuit is kept quite distinct from the main circuit, and has
its own double-pole fuses, and no-volt release double-pole switches.
The field regulating switches for the pump motors are fixed at the tops
of the panels, and are of the solenoid type with oil dashpots for retard-
ing the motion both in raising and lowering the speed. There is
no permanent step for speed regulation between 240 and 360 revs.
The point where this increase of speed shall take place is, of course,
determined by the movement of the accumulator, but the screw starter
is provided with special contacts in its full "on" position which
prevents the field regulating switch from rising until all the starting
resistance has been cut out, and thus ensuring that the motors shall
start with full field strength, no matter how rapidly the accumulator
may be falling.

The pilot motor which operates the starter is controlled in both
directions of rotation by small solenoid switches without the use of
starting resistances, the connections thus being very rapid. There are
two of these solenoid switches, one'for starting up and the other for
returning the starter to its initial position ; they are electrically inter-
locked so that only one can operate at a time.

Owing to the limited capacity of the transforming station from
which the current supply was drawn, it was necessary to provide that
not more than one set of pumps should start at a time. This could not
conveniently be arranged from the accumulator switches, because at
times the demand for power was so large and the fall of the accumu-
lator so rapid that otherwise it would have been impossible to prevent
a second set of pumps starting before a first set had been fully started.
Special contacts, therefore, were placed at the ends of the starters to
provide for this and in the relay circuit of the solenoid switches
belonging to the pilot motor.

As a general rule two sets of pumps deal with the load satisfactorily,
and although the plant thereby has practically a spare set of pumps,
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yet all three sets are kept in working order, and do their share of the
load in turns. A 3-point 6-way grouping switch is mounted on the
switchboard so that the following four combinations are possible.

(a) Sets 1 and 2 connected up, No. 1 starts first.
(b) „ 2 and 3 „ No. 2 •„
(c) „ 1 and 3 „• No. 3 „
(d) „ 1, 2, and 3 „ No. 1 „

Accumulator

Switch
FIG. 3.

Accumulator Switches.—In the accumulator house are three rotary
switches controlling the relay circuits of the pilot motor on the starting
switches. These switches are rotated by wire ropes from the accumu-
lator. One end of each rope is fixed to the accumulator, the rope then
passes down to the floor level where the switches are located, and takes
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a couple of turns round a pulley, which engages with the switch-spindle
by internal spurgear ; the rope then rises to the roof, passing over
another pulley, where the other end is secured to cheese weights. For
purposes of safety in case the rope should break these weights are
secured to the accumulator by a short length of chain. The friction of
the rope on the pulley is quite sufficient for driving without any slip.
Each accumulator switch is mounted on a marble base and fitted in a
cast-iron box ; the switch spindle is positively driven from the pulley
and gear through pottery insulators on pins forming a kind of flexible
coupling highly insulated. The fixed contacts are arranged in rings
around the spindle ; the movable contacts are of the plunger type.
The switch has two levers which are adjustable relatively to one
another in an angular direction for varying the period between starting
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FIG. 4.
MN to no-volt release bobbin on starter.

O to + supply.
P to shunt regulating switch solenoid.
Q to pilot motor solenoid.

and stopping. The total angular movement of the switch corresponds
exactly with the total travel of the accumulator. To set the switch
levers in the first instance it was only necessary to slacken the wire
rope and move the pulley round.

In order to reduce the frequency of starting and stopping as much
as possible when two sets of pumps were at work, it was necessary to
so adjust the switch-levers that the second set of pumps not only
started after but also stopped before the first set working in conjunction
with it. The diagram shows the positions of the levers as set on the
three switches. F L represents the lever which is fixed to the switch
spindle, and A L represents the second lever, which is adjustable
relatively to the first.

When No. 1 and No. 2 pump sets are switched into circuit, No. 1
will start up after the accumulator has fallen, say, 3- ft. If, now, the
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demand for power is less than the supply, the accumulator will rise
and the pumps will be stopped when the accumulator is within, about
a foot from the top of its travel. ~ If, however, the demand exceeds the
supply the accumulator will fall a further 3 ft., when No. 2 pumps
will start. If the accumulator ascends under these conditions No. 2
will come to rest within about 3 ft. from the top and No. 1 will either
take the accumulator to the top or allow it to again descend. If, on
the other hand, the accumulator still descends with No. 1 and No. 2 at
work, then No. 1 will go on top speed first, the lever of the rotary
switch having reached the point B where current passes, exciting the
solenoid of the field regulating switch. A further descent of 3 ft.
brings No. 2 set on to top speed also in a similar manner.

Stop -«•

Start

Stop —

Wz.
FIG. 5.

N93.

The control of sets 2 and 3 and 3 and 1 in combination is the same
excepting that while No. 1 starts 3 ft. from the top and stops at the top
No. 2 starts 6 ft. from the top and stops 3 ft. from the top. No. 3
also starts when 9 ft. from the top and stops within 6 ft. from the
top. It will be seen, therefore, that without the use of a selecting
switch to change over the several accumulator switches to the several
pumps that when such a combination as Nos. 1 and 3 occurs the
accumulator must fall 9 ft. before one set of pumps will start, with
the result that one set will follow the other in quick succession.

In practice, however, it is found convenient for sets 1 and 2 and
2 and 3 to be used in turns for tide work and for No. 3 to do most of
the work in between the tides. This equalises the work on the several
pumps fairly well.

It will be seen from the diagram of connections that when rings
x andjy on the accumulator switch are connected, current excites the
solenoid of pilot motor switch for starting the pumps ; it may happen
at such a moment, however, that the demand for power suddenly
ceases, and the first few strokes of the pump cause the accumulator to
rise and consequently the lever to fall away again from contacts x andjy,
so in order to prevent the solenoid switch breaking circuit and thus
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causing the starter to remain in an intermediate position between " off "
and " on," special contacts are provided by which the circuit to this
solenoid when once made by the accumulator switch is maintained
until the starter has reached the limit of its travel.

It will be seen from the foregoing that it is quite simple if preferred
to put the relay automatic system out of action altogether. The starters
would then be started up by hand, hand-wheels being provided at the

FIG. 6.

end of the screws and the pumps run continuously, the water being
bye-passed in the ordinary way at the top limit of accumulator travel.

From observations of the plant in working it was found quite
common for a set of pumps to start and stop as often as 20 to 24 times
in an hour, and again a set has been known to run for four or five hours
without stopping. The work is very variable and depends on the
demand for power for several swing-bridges, lock-gates, cranes, etc..

When the first set of electric pumps had been installed it worked quite
satisfactorily for some time sharing the load with one of the steam sets.
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Under tests conducted by the Bristol Docks officials, an efficiency
of 82 per cent, was obtained, reckoned upon the displacement of the
rams against the amount of current used by the motors.

DISCUSSION.

Mr Mr. J. A. A N D E R S O N : A few years ago it was a s o m e w h a t difficult
matter to get manufacturers to supply automatic control gear for
pumps, especially when driven by a 3-phase motor, but now there
are a great many different types on the market. About eight years ago
I had to do with a 3-phase pumping installation in a shipyard where
we fitted a standard controller with 2-way pawl and ratchet gear. The
controller is put on and off by means of a small 3-phase motor which
is started, stopped, and reversed by means of tappit switches fixed on
the accumulator uprights, and operates- the controller through the
above pawl and ratchet gear. It is operat ing now, and has given no
trouble; and it has the advantage of having its principal parts made
up of standard material. Another type of gear which operates very
satisfactorily is a standard controller operated by a small hydraulic
ram controlled by valves fixed on the accumulator t imbers. T h e
Newcastle Electric Supply Company have some lay installations fitted
up in this way. W h e r e there is a fairly steady load for one pump it
would save some considerable expense to have one pump run on a
bye-pass when the accumulator reaches the t o p ; the motor could be
squirrel cage in the case of a 3-phase supply. The losses would not
amount to much if an efficient and properly operated bye-pass valve
were installed. In regard to the accumulator gear mentioned, it would
be possible to reverse the small direct-current motor operat ing the
main switch before it had stopped running in the forward direction.
This would possibly happen if the accumulator were called upon to
deal with a heavy load when, just after, the small motor had started to
cut the main switch out. Has the small motor been made to meet this
condition ?

Mr Ha ks ^ r # ^ ^ * HANKS : When the motors start the pumps start up also as
there is no relief valve, and this being the case, would it not be better
to have a few series turns on the motor for starting ? Wi th regard to
speed regulation by means of shunt regulation, does the small field
rheostat arm continue to rise to the top of its motion on commencing,
or can the speed be taken to a certain point and stopped on any step ?

Mr. Mr. M. J. H. POCKSON : I should like to know why the Bristol Corpora-
Pockson. £ j o n u s e £ n e direct-current system, as I understand they already have

an al ternating-current station.
Mr. A. H. L A W : Mr. Clatworthy's paper is very interesting as

showing what intricate mechanical problems the electrical engineer is
now required to solve, especially in the direction of devising automatic
apparatus for doing away with human supervision. Coming to the
detail of the paper, at first sight it would appear preferable to run one
of the pumps continuously and to bye-pass the water which is not


